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Important
r Provide answers to all the Questions.
r Provide answers to question number 01 to 40 by selecting the correct answer from the given

choices, (l,2r3and4)
. Cross out (x) the correct circle on the given answers script relevant to the questions.
/nt\ rrrt. r(UI)WhichanswerinclrrdesonlyopticalmediadeviceSoutofi@

storage devices?
' 

l.qD,Digital Multiple Disc (DVD), secure Digitar card (SD card).
2.CDs, DVDs, Blu-rayDiscs (BDs).

1.9Dr, Blu-ray Discs (BDs), Secure Digital Cards (SD Cards).
4.CDs, DVDs, magnetic tapes

(02) What is the true statement about data transmission medium?
1. Anexample forunguidedmediais coaxial cables.
2.The-specialty ofthe shielded twisted pair cable is the transmission ofdata by

reflection oflight.
3. The fastest data transmission guided media is optical fiber.
4. In a television remote control, data transmit using radio signals.

(03) What is a false statement regarding RandomAccess MemoryGAMX
1 . The main function ofRAM is to temporarily retain the data and instructions required

by the central processing unit.
2. This is located on the computer's motherboard and is also known as main memory.
3. This is volatile m"*oryard is much slower than cache mernory.

. 4. The data and commands required for the basic operation ofthe computer are stored in
this memory.

(04) The headline of a newspaper was "......."............... are used in the fishing industry to identi$
several places where fish populations are abundant." What is the most appropriate word for
the space shownhere?
1. ClosedCircuitTVcamerasystem
3. Sensors

(05) During a quiz programme, Wikum had the opporflrnity to choose features of distance
education'fiom the fol lowing
A. Being able to carry out their learning activities tiom school according to a daily

schedule.
B. Ability to use digital libraries.
C. Inability to contact an online teacher.
D. Ability to access counseling services.
E. Ability to upload answers for assignments online

If you are Vikum of the above program, what are the correct characteristics of the distance
education you choose?

2. Signal lamps
4. Identity code system

*),
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l. A, B and C. 2.B,CandD 3.A,BandD 4.8,D andE
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(06) Which of the following statement is talse regarding computerports?

1. The HDMI port is used to connect the computer screen to the multimedia projector.

2. Theserial port is used to connect the modem to the computer.

3. Today rnostprinters connect tothe computerusing USB'

4. VGAport is used to connect both audio and video output devices to a computer.

(07) According to the diagram below, what is the mocle of data transmission it displays and

select one example for the selected mode'

2. Full duplex, Walkie Talkie

4. Full duplex, telePhone

conversations

(0g) What is the correct answer given when 205,0 is converted to a hexadecimal and an octal

nttmber

respectively?

1. l21316and255t
3. BD,6 and 205u

(09) IfASCII value of the letter B is 66,0 andASCII value of letterb is 98,0, what is the binary

representation of the letters G and g according to theASCII table?

1. Simplex, Watching television

3. Half duplex, telephone conversations

1. 1000111 and 1100111

3. 1010111 and 1001010

(10) Select correct statements out ofthe tbllowing'

A. 5B,u isequivalentto 1011011

B. I 10111001, is equivalentto 661,.

C. 235,uis equivalent to EB,u.

1. A andB.

3. A andC

2. Dc,6and513t
4. CD,6 and 315u

2. 1100111 and 1000111

4. 1000011 and 1100010

2. B and C.

4. AIIA, B, C

(11) Consider the following statements.

A. Operating systJm software can be divided into two parts as applications and system

software.
B. Antivirus software and disk formatting software are application software.

c. Random access memory is handled by the operating system.

Which of the above statements are correct?

1. Aonly 
,

3. AandB only

2. C only
4. B andConlY

Recipient
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( l2) Consider the following statements regarding operating systems,

A. Linux-based operating systems do not require an additional utility program

for partitioning.
B. Fragmentation occurs when parts of a file are saved in different places on

the hard disk.
C. Partitioning of a computer should be done after installing an operating

system

Which of the above statements are correct?
(1) A and B (2) B and C (3) A and C (4) All A, B, C

* Considering the given spreadsheet, answer to Questions from 13 to 15.

(13) Wtrat is the tbrmula to be written in cell C2 to

find the circumference for circle A in this

spreadsheet? (Circumference of a circle:2 *
pi * r) Note that the circumference should also

be calculated in circles B and C using this
formnla.

l.:2*87 * B2 2.:2*B$7 * 92
3.=2* $B7 * 82 4.:2* 87 * B$2

(14) If the circumference obtained tbr circle A above was copied to cell C4 to obtain the

circumt-erence ofcircle C, whatwouldbe its formula?

l.:2*87*84
3. :2*87xB$4

2.:2*$87*84
4.:2*B$7*84

2. AandC only
4. AllA,BandC

(15) Which of the following fbrmulas can be used in cell C5 to tlnd the minimum
circumference of the spreadsheet above?

A:MIN(C2:C4)
B:MIN(C2:C3,C4)
C:MIN(C2,C3,C4)

1. AandB only
3. BandConly

(16) Which answer contain correct shortcut keys that can be used to perform the following
functions in a computer?

@ fo open the document @ crzu- + HoME

@ fo move the cursor to the beginning of @ CTRL + P

@ To replace the word containedin the @ CTRI. + O

@ fo print the document. O CTRL +H

(1)@+@, m,@+@,@+@
(2)@+@ ,@+O ,@+@,@+@
(3) @+@ , @+@ , @+@, @+@
(4)@+O ,@@ ,@+@,@+@

-03- Grade I I - ICT- I - Western Provincc
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Below are some slides in an e-presentation prepared by Nimali to welcome new students.

@i@,@
In which answer contain correct icons for above slide views?

(i) @*@ , @+@ , @*@, @+@
(2) @+@ , @+@ , @+@, @+O
(3) @+@ , @+@ , @+@, @+O
(4) @+@ , @+@ , @+O, @+@

(18) If the following are the features contained in
statements aretrue?

a quality e-presentation, which of the following

(1) PandQ only. (2) Q and Ronty. (3)e, Rand s only (4) p, Rand S only

Questions from 19 to22 are based on some tables of the database of ABC Company.
These tables are used to store data on projects to which employees of the organization are
attached.

Employee tatrle (includes employce clata.)

Ernployec_rr<; Employee_name Aclciress Tel_no
E00r Ninrantha Silva 29, Gallc Roarl, Panadura 071 56tr923 1

E002 Iranganie Jayawarder.ra 2iA, f issa Aveneu, iVIt. t-avinia 077289252s
E003 Shenali Pelera 92Ii. Vijaya Road, Dehiwela 0772593519
E004 Glranesh Silvaraja 256A. Terrance Housing Scherne,

Wellawatta.
07698 I 265 I

8005 Isha Mohorned 36r'12. Ternple Road, I\,laradana 0185912463

Project table (includes details
about projects implement within

the comoanv)
Proiect no Pro.ject name

P00l Crypto
P002 Felix
P003 bitcoin
P004 trulia

( l9) How many fields are in the employee table?

Employee_assign table (inclutlc details about cmployecs
assign to proiects)
En-rployce no Proiect no Start date End datc

E00 I P003 2020/01 0 2020/0'1/2s
E003 P00t 2020101 I

8005 P004 2020/at I 2020t06/t0
E.002 P003 2020t01 2 2020/07tzs
E00 I P0a2 2020/a2/ 0
8005 P00 I 2020/02t 0

(4) 5
Grade l l - ICT- I - Western Province
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P The font size of a slide_gqqllg-llpoints or less

a When inserting motion pictures and videos, only one of t@
slide.

R It is advisable to have 6-9 lines oftext in each sentence.
S The goal of the audience must be targeted.
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(ZZ) After recruiting a new employee to the company, he will be attached to an existing proj ect'

What are the tables (s) that need to be updated for this purpose??

1. Employee table and Project table

2. Project table and Employee-assign table

3. Employee table and Employee-assign table

4. Employee table, Project table and Employee-assign table

(23) Which of the following is correct regarding computer based information systems?

A. Computer-based information systems never cause errors'
B. These systems take very little time to process information.

C. Data on a computer-based information system is less secure than on a

manual system due to unauthorized access, computer viruses, etc.

(20) What is an example fbr a foreign key in the database?

( 1 ) Employee-no in EmploYee table

(2)Employee-no in Employee-assign table

(3) Start-date in Employee-assign table

(4) Proj ect-no in Proj ect table

(21) Whoworks intheproject "Felix" ?

(1) Isha Mohomed
(3) Shenali Perera

(1) A only
(3) AandBonly

l.u,B,s
3. EM,BR, S

3.14
-05_

(2) Iranganie Jayawardena
(4) Nimantha Silva

(2) B only
(4) All A, B and C

2. EM,P, S

4. I,BR,STRONG

(24) Which of the following statement is false regarding software system testing methods?

(1) The system test, tests the new system's interaction with the operating system'

(2) During gnit testing, system components are tested separately, and this is the first test

performed.

(3) In the overall test, tests whether desired output can be obtained by giving required

inputs.

(4) In the acceptance test users are allow to use the new system.

(25) The HTML source code ofweb page shown in Figure 1, is shown in Figure 2, without the

tags labeledby I to 3

(26) <table border:"l" width:"100" height="5O" cellpadding:"5" cellspacing:"J"

bordercolof:"cyon!' bgcolor:"Red">

How many attributes are found in the above HTML code segment related to Table tag?

<center><h2><e> Quarantine</O> <B>STOP</B>

<@> <€), COVID - 19 <l@><lh2><lcenter>

In which choice includes the corect order oftags required for labels O- @shown in fi gure??

Quaruntine STOP
€€'VIDH4

1.5 2.7 4. t5
Grade I I - ICT- I - WesternProvince



o The IT teacher has decided to send the assignments to his students via e-mail

during the holidays and he intends to send a copy to the teacher in charge of the

section and another copy to the principal so that the children cannot see it' Answer

questions 27 to 29 accordinglY'

(27) Where should the e-mail address of the teacher in charge of the section be mentioned in

the e-mail message?

(1) To Q) Cc (3) Bcc (4) Subject

(28) Where should the e-mail address of the principal be mentioned in the e-mail message?

(l)To (2) Cc (3)Bcc (4) Subject'

(29) What is used to attach assignments prepared as a Pdf File with the e-mail?

(l)Subject (2) Attachment (3)Dratt (4) Sent

(30) consider the following statements about the diagram on the right.

A. Figure 1 is createdfromvectormediaand f
Figure 2 is created from rastermedia'

B. Figure 1 is created from raster media and

Figure 2 is created from vector media'

C. You canuse Corel Draw software to create

image 1 and GIMP sot'tware to create image 2'

D. You can use GIMP software to create image 1 a

Corel Draw software to create imageZ'

Which ofthe above statements are true?

(1) AandBonlY
(3) ,A and C onlY

(2)BandConlY
(4)BandDonlY

(31) Below you see a Transport toolbar of an audio editing sottware'

Select the choice in which, labels A, B and C are named in cortect order '

(1) PlaY, StoP, Record.

(3) Stop, Select, CroP.

(32) Basic elements of a digital graphic are '
A. Pixels.
B. Resolution.

(1)AandBonlY
(3)A, Band ConlY.

(2)Select, CroP, StoP.

(4)Record, PlaY, StoP

C. size
D. colour

(2)B,CandDonlY.
(4) Al1A, B,CandD.

(33) What is the answer that contains only the actions that can be taken for logical security?

[. Software Firewall, Password, Data Backup

2. Unintemrptible Power Supply (UPS), Password, Surge Protector -' -- -
3. Data Aa.trp, Hardware Fiiewall, Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS)

4. Surge proi.iio., Closed Circuit Television (CCTV), Hardware Firewall

.t

**d,ffi
I dtdc

ut:s\l"%
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(34) Many health problems can be avoided by sitting in the corect position while using the

computer. Which choice shows the correct posture?

1. Keep the computer screen straight to the eye.

2. The distance between the computer screen and the eyes must be between 45-70cm
3. The legs should be parallel to the floor.
4. The keyboard should be held above the elbow.

(35) There are various threats and attacks to a computer system. The phishing attack is one such effect.
What is a PhishingAttack?

l. Isanunauthorizedemail.
2. Is obtaining bank accounts or electronic accounts information by deceiving the user.

3. It is a malicious software that works automatically. .

4. Is linking users to otherwcb pagcs by dccciving thc uscr.

(36) What are the statements that include the correct rules to be followed in naming identifiers, in the

Pascal programming language?

A The identifier name must start with a letter.

B There can be no empty spaces between the characters of the name.

C Reserved words cannotbe used as identifiers.
D Only letters, numbers, and underscores can be used as valid characters.

l.AandBonly.
3.A, B andC only.

(37) What is the output ofthe given pseudo code?

l. 112358

2. t235
3.12358r3

4.12358

2.BandConly.
4.A,B,CandD.

begin
a:0
b:1
count: 1

while count<>6
count: count +
c:a+b
a-b
b:c
display b

end while
end

Gratie I I - ICT - I - Western Province



. Based on the flow chart below for questions 38 to 39'

(38) Which control structures are used in the flow chart below?

l. Sequence and selectiononlY.

2. Sequence and rePetitiononlY

3. Selection and repetition onlY

4. Sequence, selection, andrepetitiononly

(39) What is the output ofthe flow chart?

r. 123456
2. t35
3. 2.3 6

4. r236

(40) What is the output of the following logic circuit

1. A+B+C+D
2. A+B+C.D
3. A.B.C+D
4. (A+B+C).D

Grade ll - ICT - [ -Westcrn Province-08-



1.

(i)(a)  To find out more details about a product, Kamani scanned the QR code of the 

product printed in a certain magazine with the help of her mobile phone camera 

and inserts it into the QR code decoding application software installed on her 

mobile phone. Then the website relevant to the product was displayed. Indicate 

the inputs, processes, and outputs related to this process separately. 

(ii)(a) Convert the hexadecimal number 8AE  to an octal number. Write down the steps 16

used in your calculation

(b)  Write the BCD value relevant to the decimal number 258 . Write down the steps 10

used in your calculation

(iii)

(a) Write the Boolean expression for the logic circuit above.

(b) What is the output when 1 is given as the input for A and B?

(iv)  Some of the computer ports are labeled as  ?   ?

Write the label corresponding to each of the following functions in front of the 

relevant task number.

Task list :
1 Connecting a digital camera to a computer.
2 Connecting the modem to the computer.
3 Connecting the computer to the Network switch.
4 Connecting a Multimedia Projector to a Modern Laptop.

-01-
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(v) In the given table below, the functions performed by an operating system are 
shown in 

column  and the services provided under each of those functions are shown in 
column . 

Match the items in these two columns and write them on the relevant pair labels.

(vi) Some of the tools found in word processing software are labelled below.

Fill in the blanks by selecting the appropriate label for the tool that can be used to 
perform 

each of the following tasks:
(a) The ………………… tool can be used to simultaneously change the word line 

typed as microsoft word to Microsoft Word
(b) The ……………….. tool can be used to edit newspaper columns in creating of 

newspapers, magazines, etc.
(c) The ………………… tool can be used to change the space between two typed 

paragraphs
(d) The ………………… tool can be used to add a border to a page.

(vii) Select the most appropriate word from the two words given in brackets to fill in 
the

blanks in the following sentences ? - ?. (In your answer, write only the statement 
label 

and the word relavent to the space). 

? -(Bluegriffon / Dream weaver) ……………..is an open source web editing 

software

? -If the content of a website is constantly changing, it is called as a 

……………………….. (static / dynamic) website

? -Maintenance related to the web server and database are maintained by 

…………………..(Website Administrator / Website Editor)

? -To publish a website on the Internet a unique  …………………….. (web 

hosting service/ domain name) should be purchased. 

(viii) Indicate whether the following statements about digital graphics are true or false 

in front of the relevant statement label

A. A pixel is the basic measuring unit of a digital graphics, and the colours used in a 

graphic are represented by the number of bits per pixel.

Grade 11 - ICT - II - Western Province 

� Column � Column 

A. Device Management 
P. Protects the computer system from 

malware 

B. File Management Q. Helps to rename files and folders 

C. Security Management 
R. Allocates memory required for various 

processes in the computer 

D. Memory Management S. Controls various peripheral devices 
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B. A raster graphic is made up with an array of pixels in different colors.

C. The measuring unit of  the physical dimension of a digital graphics is called Image 

resolution.

D. GIF and PNG are some of the most lossy file formats used in graphical 

compression.

(ix) Consider the following statements regarding problems in the use of information 

and 
communication technology

   A malware that has the ability to execute automatically, keeping links with other 
networks. 

     An album of songs written by an individual, is bought and copied to digital discs 
and sold to earn money.

    A Pain comes from shoulders to the fingers and then it is swelling and hardness.

    Uses various tricks to mislead people, release fake information and photos about 
them on the

internet.

Select the word that matches the statements given above  to  from the list below, and 
write it in front of the relevant number.

The list of words : [Cyber Crime, Fraud, Social media websites, Repetitive Strain 

Injury, 

Carpel Tunnel Syndrome, Plagiarism, Computer worms, Bots]

(x) Given below is a list of Pascal programs for displaying consecutive numbers 

from 1 to 10 

in descending order. Write the correct words for the labels shown as ?, ?, ? 

and  ?

2. Answer the following questions

(i) The Meteorological Department intends to physically protect their computer 

system. Write two steps they can take.

(ii) The Sri Lanka Police maintains a computerized database of criminals. Write two 

possible steps that can be taken for logical security of that database

(iii) De-skilling is also one of the effects of using ICT. Write two examples.

(iv) Mention an organization in Sri Lanka that provides cyber security

  (v) Consider the statements labeled from ?  to ?  and identify the most suitable 

  

Grade 11 - ICT - II - Western Province 

1
2

3
4

program print Dec Order (input,Output) 

Q count : = integer ; 

Begin

For R : = 10 s 1 do

writeln (T);
End
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term for     

each label from the list given below. Write the statement label and the relevant 

word for 

each answer.

? A step that can be taken to create a digital bridge.

? Numbness and pain in the fingers

? Copy another's creative  work and presenting it as one's own without the 

permission of the owner. 

? When writing an e-mail about Sri Lanka, mentioning Web pages where 

information was obtained at the end of the article.

? Deceiving users over the internet to get information of users'  bank accounts 
etc.
? A method to safely dispose of electronic waste.

List  :   [Plagiarism, Repetitive Stress Injury, Hacking,  Citing, Recycling, Digital 
divide, 

Carpel Tunnel Syndrome, Phishing,  Improving Digital Literacy, Referencing]

3. Given below are some parts of the database tables related in a private hospital with 

regard to 
hospital management system

patient table (contains patient details)

physician  table (contains details of physicians)

reservation table (contains details of patient appointments by physicians)
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patient_ number name telephone_number 

P0001 Sunil Weerasinghe 0772035480 

P0002 Mohomed Musthafa 0751556977 

P0003 Malcam Ivan 0715689243 

P0004 Sujatha Attanayake 0786238146 

P0005 Jesica Perera 0763569814 

 

physician_no  name specialties telephone_number charges_per_patient  

D1001 usil Wijesundara Gynecology and 

obstetrics 

0715264259 1100 

D1002 Gamini 

Wijethunga 

Dental 0772398654 1000 

D1003 Wijedasa 

Amarathunga 

Ophthalmologist 0776974238 1200 

D1004 Suneetha 

Rajapaksha 

Surgeon 0716512398 1300 

D1005 Famil Jameel Surgeon 0768912356 1400 

 

patient_number physician_no date 

P0002 D1003 2020/02/10 

P0003 D1002 2020/02/11 

P0001 D1003 2020/02/12 

P0004 D1001 2020/02/12 

P0001 D1002 2020/02/13 

P0002 D1005 2020/02/14 

 



4. (i)  Note the detailed statements labeled ① to ⑧ Write the most suitable word to fill in the  
blanks from the given list

A. http://www.elearning.lk/ICT/Grade10/lesson1.pdf  The elearning.lk 
domain name of the URL ① ....................... .... is the top level domain 
name. ② ........................... is the location of the file

 
B. ③ ........................... is the software used to access the Internet and ④ 

............. .............. is an example of that

C. The ⑤ ........................... address is used to uniquely identify each 
computer on the Internet.

D. The ⑥ ........................... protocol notifies the message in case of errors.

E. The ⑦ .......................... protocol is used to transfer files from client 
computer to another computer in the internet. 

F. ⑧ .......................... is used to store mails that are composed to be sent  
but could not be  completed, sent mail will be store in Sent.

List :     ( .lk ,   Draft ,   IP ,   Uniform Resource Locator,   ICMP,    Web 
browser ,    eLearning ,   ICT/Grade10 ,  Chrome ,  FTP,   lesson1.pdf )

(ii)(a) The HTML source code of the web page shown in Figure 2 is shown in Figure 
1 

without the elements, attributes, or values ??of the bearings labeled ① to ⑫. 
Write the

 appropriate terms for the locations labeled ① to ⑫

(b) The above web page is created by using Sinhala Unicode system. How do you store  the
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5. Wholesale purchases of rice during January and February are calculated using the 
following spreadsheet.

(i) Write the formula to be inserted in cell F10 as =function1(cell1:cell2), to 
calculate the 

amount spent on total purchases in the month of  January.

(ii)(a)Write down the formula that should be included in cell D4 to calculate the unit 

price of Suwandel after the discount for the month of January

Unit price after discount of an item in the relevant month = Unit price of the item - Unit price of   the item * Discount of 

the relevant month

(b) If you copied the formula in (ii) (a) above for the white raw rice for the month of 

January,

write the formula that appears in cell D6

(iii)

(a)Write down the formula to be included in cell F4 to calculate the price after 

discount of     

suwadel rice in January.

The price of an item in the relevant month after the discount = Unit Price of an 

item after 

the discount * Quantity

(b) Write down the formula should be included in cell G4 to calculate the profit for 

Suwandel

rice in January.

Profit of an item in the relevant month = Price before the discount of the item - 

Price after

the discount of the item

(iv) Write down two ways of writing formula to be inserted in cell M4 to calculate the 

total purchases in January and February.

(v) Write the formula to be included in cell N11 to calculate the maximum profit 

earned on items in January and February 

.
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6. The following diagram shows the six major steps in the system development lifecycle. 

Provide

correct answers to the questions asked

(i)    In the above note, write the steps with regard to the ?, ? and ?  labels in front of the 

relevant      

label

(ii) Name three things to be noted in written, when the steps of identifying about the 

new system.

(iii) Put a tick ( ü ) for the tasks performed and a cross ( û ) for the not performed in 

step ? of the tasks given below from ?   ?

(Indicate  or    in front of the label of the relevant task in your answer).

(i)  Mention two methods of deployment of the system and briefly explain them

(ii) Mention two differences between the waterfall model and the Iterative 

Incremental model

7. Four candidates from four political parties are contesting for the presidency. After 

verifying the identity of a voter who is eligible to caste the vote by an official of 

polling station, the voter can declare his or her preference for only one candidate's 

relevant number. If the voters finished casting their votes, this task is finished and if it 

? Identification of main hardware systems and its components .  

? Planning of tests   

? Identify the system errors.  

? Coding the system using a suitable computer language.  

? Identification of  software architecture  

? Identification of system objectives  

? Preparing Interfaces and database   

 

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V
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(i) Write the suitable terms for labels A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H in this flow chart

(ii) Write the relevant pseudo-code for the flow chart.

(iii) It shows that the coding of the Pascal program relevant to this flow chart by using an 

array in the above task  A. So define a suitable array to do that.
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Paper 1 

 (Marks1 x 40=40) 

Paper II 
1 

(i) Input :  QR code     (Marks ½) 

 Process:Decoding QR code.   (Marks 1) 

 Output:Website relevant to the product   (Marks ½). 

 

(ii) (a)   
8 A E 

1000 1010 1110 

 

100 010 101 110 

4 2 5 6 

8AE16 = 42568 

(b) 

2         5         8 

0010   0101   1000 

Q No Answer Q No Answer Q No Answer Q No Answer 

1 2 11 2 21 4 31 1 

2 3 12 1 22 3 32 4 

3 4 13 2 23 2 33 1 

4 3 14 4 24 3 34 2 

5 4 15 4 25 3 35 2 

6 4 16 3 26 2 36 4 

7 4 17 2 27 2 37 4 

8 4 18 3 28 3 38 4 

9 1 19 3 29 2 39 4 

10 3 20 2 30 3 40 4 

(Marks ½) 

(Marks ½) 

(Marks ½) 

11 
Information and 

Communication Technology 
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BCD value - 001001011000  (Marks ½)Important:  If BCD valueis written as  1001011000 no 

Marks will be allowed. 

 

(iii) (a)  

(b) 0     (Marks 1)      

   

(iv)  - A   |   - C  |    - B  |  - D 

     (Marks½ x 4)  

(v) A  S C  P 

 B  Q    D  R     

      (Marks½ x 4)  

(vi) (a) – R (c) – P 

(b) – T (d) – U       

      (Marks½ x 4)  

(vii) Ⓐ- Bluegriffon 

   Ⓑ - Dynamic 

   Ⓒ - Website Administrator 

   Ⓓ -Domain name 

        (Marks½ x 4)    

(viii) A –True C – False 

B – True D – False 

      (Marks½ x 4)   

(ix) - Bots 

   - Fraud 

   - Repetitive Stress Injury 

   - Cyber crimes 

      (Marks½ x 4)   

(x) Ⓠ - var   

 Ⓡ - count 

 Ⓢ - downto 

 Ⓣ - count  

      (Marks½ x 4)  

(Total Marks 20) 

2.  

(i) Use of Uninterrupted Power Supply 

Use of hardware firewalls 

Controlled access through doors  

Use of CCTV 

Q=(A+B) . (A.B) (Marks 1) 
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Maintain the lab with free from dirt, dust, moisture etc. 

      (Marks 1 x 2 = 2) 

(ii)  

Use of passwords. 

Data Encryption 

Taking backups. 

Use of software firewalls 

      (Marks 1 x 2 = 2) 

(iii)  

 Machinery has taken over the industry replacing the talents of people.  

 Libraries have been made to close down and jobs in the sector lost due to the electronic books 

and magazines.  

 Online learning through the distance mode has limited teacher resources.  

 Health concerns are easily  sorted out from homes itself, cutting down the job opportunities in 

laboratory services.   

      (Marks 1 x 2 = 2) 

 

(iv) CERT (Computer Emergency Response Team)    (Marks 1 ) 

(v) Ⓐ Improving Digital Literacy 

Ⓑ Carpel Tunnel Syndrome 

Ⓒ Plagiarism 

Ⓓ Referencing 

Ⓔ Phishing 

Ⓕ Recycling  (Marks½  x 6 = 3) 

(Total Marks10) 

3. Important : if table names and field names are not written as it is marks will not be allowed  

(i). patient table - patient_ number 
physician table -  physician_no  (Marks 1 x 2 = 2) 

 

(ii).  

(a) reservation table   (Marks 1) 

(b) physician table   (Marks 1) 

 

 

(iii).  

(a) reservation table(P0005, D1002, 2020/02/16)  (Marks 1) 

(b) patient table (P0006, Neela Amarasiri, 0778529634 ) 

physician table (D1006,Premalal Wijesundara, gynecologist and obstetrician,  ,1100) 
reservation table (P0006, D1006, 2020/02/16) 

        (Marks 1 x 3 = 3) 
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(iv). physician table, reservation table   (Marks 2) 

 

(Total Marks10) 

4. (i)

① .lk 

② ICT/Grade10/ 

③ Web browser 

④ Chrome 

⑤ IP 

⑥ ICMP 

⑦ FTP 

⑧ Draft 

(Marks ½  x 8 = 4) 

 

(ii)  (a)

①  head 

②  center 

③ img 

④ br 

⑤  font 

⑥  p 

⑦  border 

⑧  tr 

⑨ th 

⑩  td 

⑪  ul 

⑫  circle 

 

( All correct 5 marks) 

(9-11 correct 4 marks) 

(6-8correct 3marks) 

(3-5correct 2marks) 

(1-2 correct 1mark) 

Note: No marks awarded if answers within the <> 

(b) In the Save As dialog box, Encoding Form must be made into a Unicode Form.  (1 mark) 

(Total marks10) 
5.  

(i). =SUM(F4:F9) 

 

(ii).  

(a) =B4-B4*C$14 

(b) =B6-B6*C$14 

(iii). . 

(a) =C4*D4 

(b) =E4-F4 

(iv). =F4+K4 

=SUM(F4,K4) 

(v). =MAX(N4:N9) 

(Marks2  x 5 = 10) 
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6. 

(i) ⒶDesigning the solution 

ⒷTesting and debugging  

ⒸMaintenance of the system 

(Marks 0.5 X 3) 

(ii) Objectives of the new system, Benefits of the system, efficiency of the new system  

(Marks 0.5 X 3) 

(iii)  

Ⓟ   Ⓣ  

Ⓠ   Ⓤ  

Ⓡ   Ⓥ  

Ⓢ     

 

(Marks 0.5 X 4) 

 

(iv) Direct deployment/ parallel deployment/ pilot deployment/ phase deployment   

(Any two answers and short description about relevant to given answers) 

(for two methods-Marks 0.5 X 2) 

(for explanationMarks    1 X 2) 

(TotalMarks 3) 

(v)  

 In waterfall model next stage will be started after completion of the current step. But in Iterative 

Incremental model a system is developed through repeated cycles and in smaller portions at a time. 

 In waterfall model the result of the developed system is found at the final stage. But in  Iterative 

Incremental model as the system is developed through iterations system can be shown in parts 

before the final stage. 

 Iterative Incremental model software developers can develop the system using what was learned at 

the previous stages. But in waterfall model no such advantage since next stage will be started after 

completion of the current step.  

(Any two answers or any appropriate answer) 

     (Marks1 X 2) 

(Total Marks10) 

 

7(i). 

A- C1=0,C2=0,C3=0,C4=0 

B- ANS1=”Y” 

C- yes 

D- no 

E- ANS2=”Y” 

F- no  
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G- yes  

H- Display C1,C2,C3,C4 

(Marks 0.5 X 8) 

 

(ii). 
Begin 
C1=0,C2=0,C3=0,C4=0 
Repeat 
Enter eligible for voting(Y/N) as ANS1 
If ANS1=”Y” then 
 Vote by the relevant candidate number as Vote 
 If  Vote =1 then  
  C1=C1+1 
 Else 
  If Vote=2 then 
   C2=C2+1 
  Else 
   If Vote=3 then 
    C3=C3+1 
   Else 
    If Vote=4 then 
     C4=C4+1 
    Else 
     Display “your vote is invalid” 
    Eid if 

   End if 

  End if 

 End if 

Enter voting is  over(Y/N) as ANS2 

Until ANS2=”Y” 

Display C1,C2,C3,C4 

End. 

(if all are correctMarks 3 
Incomplete Mark1  ) 

 

(iii).Var  C:Array[1..4] of integer; 

      (Marks3) 

(Total Marks10) 
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